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Abstract

We present a novel approach to describe and reason about stateless information processing
Semantic Web Services. It can be seen as an extension of standard descriptions which
makes explicit the relationship between inputs and outputs and takes into account OWL
ontologies to fix the meaning of the terms used in a service description. This allows us
to define a notion of matching between services that yields high precision and recall for
service location. We explain why matching of these kinds of services is decidable, and
provide examples of biomedical web services to illustrate the utility of our approach.

1 Introduction

Many of the tools and databases for analysing
the data generated from genome sequencing
projects like the Human Genome Project are
available via Web Service interfaces. They allow
biomedical scientists to use the Web as a plat-
form to perform so-called in silico experiments.
Large numbers of in silico experiments are car-
ried out by choosing some of these Web Services,
composing them into a workflow, and running
them—an approach which shows considerable
promise for molecular biology [3] whilst chal-
lenging current Web Service approaches. Nowa-
days, a wide variety of domain ontologies exist
which capture the knowledge of biologists (see
http://obo.sourceforge.net/).

The majority of these services are state-
less, i.e., they provide information, but do not
change the state of the world. Hence their de-
scriptions do not need to include pre- and post-
conditions. Here we restrict our attention to
these kinds of services since they are quite com-
mon yet easier to represent, and since it turned
out that defining a semantics or specifying au-
tomated reasoning algorithms for world-altering
services is basically impossible in the presence
of any expressive ontology [9].

The question we are interested in here is
how to help a biologist to find a service he
or she is looking for, i.e., a service that works
with inputs and outputs the biologist can pro-
vide/accept, and that provides the required
functionality. The growing number of publicly
available biomedical web services, 3 000 as of

February 2006, requires better matching tech-
niques to locate services. Thus, we are con-
cerned with the question of how to describe a
service request Q and service advertisements Si

such that the notion of a service S matching
the request Q can be defined in a “useful” way.
By useful, we mean the following: (1, precision)
only those services should match the request
that indeed provide the requested functionality;
(2, recall) all services providing the requested
functionality should match the request; (3) ser-
vice advertisements and requests should be for-
mulated using terms from existing (OWL) on-
tologies; and (4) such that the matching prob-
lem can be decided automatically.

In this paper, we will propose a framework
to describe in formation providing stateless ser-
vices that takes into account background ontolo-
gies and that allows services to be matched au-
tomatically with high precision and high recall.

2 Services as queries

From a syntactic viewpoint, this framework can
be seen as an extension of the way services are
described in the OWL-S Service Profile (namely,
of its part concerning description of inputs and
outputs). Semantically, the service matching
conditions we formulate yield the service dis-
covery of higher precision and recall.

In our framework, a description of a service
contains, in addition to the types of its inputs
and outputs, an explicit specification of the re-
lationships between them. Analysing numerous
examples of services—including those in bioin-



formatics, see Section 3—it was observed that
the notion of conjunctive query can be adopted
for these purposes. Before introducing this “ser-
vices as queries” approach formally, let us illus-
trate it with a simple example from [6] (realistic
examples from the bio-informatics domain are
given in Section 3).

Let S1 and S2 be services both having an in-
put of type GeoRegion and an output of type
Wine, and suppose that S1 (resp., S2) returns
the list of wines that are produced (resp., sold)
in the region with which it was called. If the
types of inputs and outputs are the only infor-
mation available to match a request to a service,
then no matching algorithm can distinguish be-
tween S1 and S2, and thus matching cannot be
precise—see (1) above.

Next, assume that a user requests a service
Q that takes a FrenchGeoRegion as input and re-
turns the list of FrenchWines that are produced in
this region. Even though the service S1 returns,
in general, wines that may not be FrenchWines,
it returns only FrenchWines when called with a
FrenchGeoRegion, and thus should be matched to
this request. A matching algorithm that does
so has a high recall—see (2) above.

More formally, when run with a GeoRegion g,
the service S1 returns all those wines w for which
there exists some winegrower f who produces w
and who is located in g. In our framework, this
service can be described as follows:

INPUT g:GeoRegion

OUTPUT w:Wine

THERE IS SOME f [ WineGrower(f),

LocatedIn(f,g), Produces(f,w) ]

The terms Wine, LocatedIn, etc., are defined
in some ontology. In contrast, the service S2

returns all those wines w for which there exists
some shop s who sells w and who is located in g,
and can thus be described as follows:

INPUT g:GeoRegion

OUTPUT w:Wine

THERE IS SOME s

[ Shop(s), LocatedIn(s,g), Sells(s,w) ]

In what follows we show that matching ser-
vice descriptions of this kind is reducible to
query containment w.r.t. an ontology—a task
whose decidability and complexity is relatively
well understood.

2.1 Describing services

We assume the reader to be familiar with OWL-
DL and its semantics [11]. Throughout this pa-
per, we borrow the term TBox for a class-level

ontology (i.e., a finite set of OWL-DL axioms)
and ABox for a factual ontology (i.e., a finite
set of OWL-DL facts). The union of a TBox T
and an ABox A is called a knowledge base and
denoted by KB = 〈T ,A〉. We use KB |= Ψ to
denote the fact that KB implies Ψ, i.e., Ψ holds
in every interpretation that satisfies KB.

Definition 1 (Service syntax). A service de-
scription S=〈~x : ~X; ~y : ~Y ; Φ(~x , ~y , ~z )〉 consists of

• a list ~x : ~X = 〈x1:X1, . . . , xm:Xm〉 of pairs
of variables xi and classes Xi; this list enu-
merates input variables and their “types”;

• a list ~y : ~Y = 〈y1:Y1, . . . , yn:Yn〉 of pairs of
variables yj and classes Yj ; this list enumer-
ates output variables and their “types”;

• a relationship specification Φ of the form

term1(~x , ~y , ~z ) ∧ . . . ∧ termk(~x , ~y , ~z ),

where each termi(~x , ~y , ~z ) is either an ex-
pression of the form w:C with C a class or
wRw′ with R a property, and w,w′ vari-
ables from ~x , ~y , ~z or individual names.

Definition 2 (Service semantics). A ser-
vice s implements a service description S over
a TBox T if, for any ABox A and any tuple of
individuals ~a in T ,A, if T ,A |= ~a : ~X, then

1. s accepts ~a as input and
2. when run with ~a as input, it returns the

set of all those tuples of individuals ~b from
A such that T ,A |= ~b : ~Y ∧ ∃~z Φ(~a ,~b , ~z ).

Intuitively, this means that the service s must
accept all tuples ~a that conform the input type
~X declared in S, and return as its output the set
of those instances ~b of the output type ~Y that
bear the relationship Φ to the input tuple ~a .

2.2 Matching services

Matching is the problem of determining whether
a given service description S conforms to an-
other service description Q. Matching algo-
rithms can be used for service discovery pur-
pose, and we can think of S as being a service
advertisement and of Q as being a service re-
quested by a user. Let us first give a formal
definition and then provide explanations. Here
we use |~x | to denote the length of a vector ~x .

Definition 3. Given two service descriptions:

S = 〈 ~x : ~X; ~y : ~Y ; Φ(~x , ~y , ~u ) 〉,
Q = 〈~z : ~Z; ~w : ~W ; Ψ(~z , ~w ,~v ) 〉,



with |~x | = m = |~z | and |~y | = n = |~w |, we say
that the service S matches the request Q w.r.t.
the TBox T if there exist two permutations

π : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . ,m}
ρ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}

such that the following two conditions hold:

(i) T |= Zπ(i) v Xi, for all 1 6 i 6 m.

Intuitively, this means that we can map the
inputs from S to the inputs from Q such
that all input data that the user intends to
provide will be accepted by S.

(ii) for any ABox A and any individuals ~a ,~b
in the knowledge base KB = 〈T ,A〉, if
KB |= ~a : ~Z, then the equivalence holds:

KB |= ρ(~b ): ~Y ∧ ∃~u Φ(π(~a ), ρ(~b ), ~u ) iff
KB |= ~b : ~W ∧ ∃~v Ψ(~a ,~b ,~v ),

where π(~a ) and ρ(~b ) are the permutations
of ~a and ~b according to π and ρ.

Intuitively, this means that, modulo some
re-arrangement of the input and output
vectors, the services S and Q return the
same answers on any input that conforms
to the request Q.

The need to permute inputs and outputs of Q
to “fit” the ones of S is by no means new—it
is present in any reasonable definition of service
matching. Thus, in order to check whether S
matches Q, a reasoning system must “guess”
two appropriate permutations or exhaustively
explore all possible assignments. Condition (i)
is quite standard; for example, it can be found
in definitions for matching of OWL-S services
[5]. In contrast, condition (ii) is—to the best of
our knowledge—new, and it is not expressible
in terms of OWL-S service profiles.

The above definition covers only the case
when S and Q have the same number of in-
puts and the same number of outputs. Various
generalisations and extensions are presented in
more detail in the technical report [1]. Therein,
the reader can also find the proof of the follow-
ing main statement for our approach.

Theorem. The service matching problem w.r.t.
an ontology is decidable. More precisely, it
is reducible to the subsumption of conjunctive
queries w.r.t. a TBox.

The decidability and complexity of the latter
problem is extensively explored for many practi-
cally interesting Description Logics (cf. [4, 7, 8,
10]; see also an overview of these results in [1]).

3 Describing and matching
biomedical services

In this section, we will show the applicability of
our approach to the realistic examples of web
services from the biomedical domain.

3.1 Matching atomic services

Consider the following two services which ex-
tract the DNA sequence from a GenBankRecord.

S1: INPUT x:GenBankRecord
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
[ hasPart(x,y) ]

S2: INPUT x:GenBankRecord
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
THERE IS SOME d,e
[ DNASequence(d), EMBLRecord(e),
about(x,d), about(e,d), hasPart(e,y)]

They coincide on their inputs and outputs, yet
they will behave in slightly different ways. The
first service simply extracts the DNASequence
from the input, whereas the second one first ex-
tracts the DNA sequence and then translates
the syntax from GenBankForm to EMBLForm.
Since there at least 20 different formats for rep-
resenting DNA sequences, we have to distin-
guish between a DNA sequence and its repre-
sentation in one of these formats.

Now consider the following request, which
describes services taking a GenBankRecord and
returning the corresponding DNA sequence in
EMBL format:

Q: INPUT x:GenBankRecord
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
THERE IS SOME d,e

[DNASequence(d), Record(e), about(x,d),
about(e,d), hasPart(e,y), EMBLform(y)]

Note that, according to our definition of match-
ing, the service S1 does not match our request Q
since it cannot guarantee that the output is in
EMBL format. In contrast, if our TBox contains

SubClassOf(EMBLRecord
restriction(hasPart
allValuesFrom EMBLform))

which ensures that all entries in an EMBLRecord
are in EMBLform, then service S2 matches our
request—which is indeed useful. Similarly, in
the presence of the above OWL axiom, S2 even
matches the following request—despite the fact
that the output of this request is more specific
than that provided by the service S2.



Q1: INPUT x:GenBankRecord
OUTPUT y:IntersectionOf(

DNASeqRepresentation EMBLform)
THERE IS SOME d,e

[ DNASequence(d), EMBLRecord(e),
about(x,d), about(e,d), hasPart(e,y)]

3.2 Matching complex services

Next, we consider a request for a service, which
takes a BlastReport and extracts its DNA se-
quence representation:

Q2: INPUT x:BlastReport
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
[ hasPart(x,y) ]

This is a rather simple request, but consider the
following Web Service:

S3: INPUT x:BlastReport
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
THERE IS SOME p [ hasPart(x,p),
PairWiseAlignm(p), hasPart(p,y) ]

If our TBox contains a statement that hasPart
is transitive, then S3 matches Q2. Similarly,
if we consider the following two services, then
their composition S4 ◦ S5 matches our request.

S4: INPUT x:BlastReport
OUTPUT y:PairWiseAlignmnt
[ hasPart(x,y) ]

S5: INPUT x:PairWiseAlignmnt
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
[ hasPart(x,y) ]

In contrast, the following service does not match
Q2 because, besides extracting the sequence, it
also computes its reverse complement.

S6: INPUT x:BlastReport
OUTPUT y:DNASeqRepresentation
THERE IS SOME p,z,w [ hasPart(x,p),
PairWiseAlignmnt(p), hasPart(p,z),
complementOf(z,w), reverseOf(w,y) ]

Let us point out again that our definition of
matching yields both a higher precision and a
higher recall than any comparison of inputs and
outputs could possibly yield: it matches services
whose inputs or outputs do not match in an ob-
vious way (such as Q2 and S2 above), and it
does not match services despite their in- and
outputs matching (such as S6 and Q2). The lat-
ter point is especially important for biomedical
Web Services since many take strings as in- and
outputs—and thus all services would match on
the grounds of in- and outputs.
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